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Abstract- To protect the data in wireless sensor networks we require protocols that will make data transmission more
secure from the attackers or intruders. In the past years we have seen that routing and transmission of data is not
secure so we proposed certain technique and protocols to route data securely. A secure clustering protocol that
achieves the desired security goals while keeping an acceptable level of energy consumption is a problem in wireless
sensor network. In this paper we presented certain protocols and approach to make WSN more secure from attackers
.Protocols that provide high level security ,authenticity, maintains network wide energy equivalence, prolongs network
lifetime and provide all network security goals to protect the data that gives a better routing efficiency and data
delivery.
Index Terms- Wireless Sensor Networks(WSN), Sensor Nodes, SPIN, Clustering, Encryption, Authentication,
Compromised node, Attackers, Malicious nodes, attacks, security issues, path hopping, DBPH, LEACH, TTSF,
BEARP
I.
INTRODUCTION
A Wireless Sensor Network consist of sensor nodes that can sense, compute and communicate that enables a user to react
in a particular environment. Sensor nodes are very small micro or tiny size nodes that measure or sense the surrounding
conditions. These nodes measure the environmental conditions and send the data for further processing. This data can
give us idea about the temp-erature, all kinds of weather and can also predict the future conditions. These wireless
sensors are made up of nodes that has the ability to sense the information or facts which can be very useful for data
collection and prediction. Sensor nodes are wireless that call for a major advantage that is no communication expense.
They require no wiring set up that also benefits us by reducing man power. They are long lasting and tough due to which
they can bear sudden temperature changes. These wireless nodes have the capability to communicate with other sensing
nodes present in the network, infact they can process information in large amount. They are not very expensive or you
can say they are economical and come in budget. We can use it for many purposes like in home applications, in
laboratories etc. Economy means that we perform computations ,observation, sensing facts in budget that will not
increase our expense so wireless nodes is the answer for this reason. Prediction of future is also done by them on the
basis of data they collect from environment can also predict coming future. Sometimes scientist also tell us about the
information that what is going to happen in next coming Decades which is given by wireless sensor nodes. Now we will
study about various features and practical uses of wireless sensors.
Sensor nodes observe, sense and measure the environment temperature by capturing the facts or data that we cannot feel
.Wireless Sensor Nodes communicate with other nodes present in their environment and pass on the information for
further processing. This shows they can not only monitor but also have great communication power that benefits a lot.
They are not costly and are very small in size. They consume very less amount of energy by radio ranges which is the
main reason that cost overheads are very less. They perform monitoring or sensing in limits according to their capacity.
Self organized wireless nodes can also control activities happening in their surrounding and collect information that is
preprocessed and can be used to display on internet. We can also trust them as the information they send are good and
authentic, no duplicacy or virus infected messages in the data. These nodes are present in large number in the system of
network and fastly collect facts that are used by us through internet.
We now discuss about the inside of wireless sensors that what it is made up of. The very first requirement to build nodes
is a battery. It requires a small size battery that is inserted in sensor nodes which actually control the working of these
wireless sensors. Infact bandwidth of nodes is very less or you can say minimum. It requires no maintenance cost
because no replacement of battery is needed, so we can say they are highly economical.
All nodes sense the information not only form one side but they are bi directional and connection is depend entirely on
power level and fading. Now we will study how these nodes exchange information among themselves. We all know that
they communicate with each other to pass the information for the useful data extraction. They first collect the data from
all the sensor nodes and aggregate them according to the level.
After the clusters are formed they are sent for processing. Nodes only pass the data and do not process it as it will
increase the lifetime of network system. Transceivers are used for communication between the nodes. In short they are
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very intelligent system and proved an advantage to the upcoming technology. The next generation of human man kind
needs wireless technology to save man power and get extracted information in less time and wireless technology proved
it.
II.
PRACTICAL USE
Wireless sensors have various applications. These days we use them everywhere such as in home applications, schools
,colleges, bigger organizations etc. So we now discuss some practical uses of the wireless nodes. How it helps the nation
,firstly it can be used to spy criminals for close information. All CCTV cameras are fitted with these sensor nodes that
collect and senses the activity of criminal that is controlled through a computer system which helps us to arrest the
criminal gang.
It also helps in observing traffic of vehicles mainly on highways because large number of trucks travel via highway to
transfer goods. They also check and monitor pollution level. How much level of dust and poisonous gases are increasing
day by day in air and also measures noise level since the vehicular traffic is increasing so noise is also gradually
changing and resulting in a higher level. They also check and quality of water ,how much purity is present.
Discovery channel has proved that use of this wireless technology is so good that we use GPS system to sense the
behavior of animals. Special kind of GPS belts that contain sensor nodes are tied around the neck of animals to study the
behavior of animals. GPS system consists of wireless sensor nodes that tells us about the behavior of animals.that is why
we come to know how animals behave and react to events.
Perform processing of network to convert data (raw) into useful information Use of large number of sensor nodes around
the island that forward data to satellite in order to provide data on internet.
To check composition of soil that how much percent organic matter etc is present is done through these nodes, to Check
and monitor human heart rate , for the purpose of military and national security. It is used everywhere in every field and a
unique watch is made using the sensor nodes that can be used to recognize the accident,how it happened ,at what time,
weather, temperature etc. These sensor nodes can also be use to detect flood. Before the happening of flood it will be
detected. It can also be used for agriculture purposes to measure the temperature so that we can estimate how to treat
plants according to their temperature. It can be used in detection of car theft and surveillance of battlefield.
III. ROUTING PROTOCOL
Efficient and Secure Routing Protocols for WSN are as follows:3.1 DETECTION BASED PATH HOPPING (DBPH)
In Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) various security approaches are proposed in order to make WSN more secure. This
approach will work on the authentication as well as path hopping in order to provide security. Detection based Path
Hopping technique is a method for making WSN more secure. It works in three phases:Selection of master
node,Detection process and Data transmission
Following steps are followed in the Detection based path hopping technique:
• In this approach we will select number nodes we want to deploy. As the WSN are densely deployed so the
number sensor nodes will large.
• After the deployment, the nodes, in the first phase we will select a sender called “MASTER NODE” which will
be considered an authenticated node from the network.
• Second phase of the method is detection. In this node (MN) will then send authentication detection message. For
authentication, key method used has a single key is distributed all over the network.
• All the nodes will reply to the authentication detection message . In the authentication reply they will send their
network id and a network key to master node.
• After all reply received the master node; it will make a data base of authenticated or good nodes and
unauthenticated or malicious nodes.
• The next step after selecting the sender and receiver is data transmission phase. In this phase data transmission
will take place between node.
• In the data transmission the sender will first compute the nearest node to
it using the formula in direction of receiver. This distance will be calculated by the sender by a formula called
”DISTANCE FORMULA”.
√(x2-x1)^2 – (y2-y1)^2
3.2 BASED ON ENCRYPTION AND AUTHENTICATION ROUTING PROTOCOL (BEARP):
This protector consist of following stages:
• Near phase
• Protecting phase
Some secular characteristics are as follows:
• Data will be confidential
• Genuine data
•
No alteration
• Original data
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It contains following stages:
• Near phase
• Protecting phase
Near Phase
Near phase starts just after repurpose of sensing node. This can be done any time in the life of sensing node. This
reconstruction can be done when Base Station request for it.
Protecting Phase
This piece of work is break into three act of works:
• Enquiry in data set or facts
• Selection of path to which data will be send
• Finally the facts/data will be routed or send
3.3 SENSOR PROTOCOL FOR INFORMATION via NEGOTIATION (SPIN)
This protocol has removed various problems of previous techniques/protocols by using negotiated data, communication
of nodes among themselves about which data or facts they already contain and
what amount of data or facts they still want.
There are four kinds of subdivision:
• EC
• BC
• RL
• PP
SPIN-PP consists of three types of messages:
• ADV- it is used for advertising the presence of new facts/data
• Requesting new facts/data-REQ
• Facts that we have to route/send
The procedure for implementing the protocol will be as follows:
1.)Presence of CA(main) in network/system
2.)Presence of second level CA in system/network
3.)Second level CA contains information about its group nodes.
4.) Authenticity of every node of the group will be checked by its own private/personal key.
5.) 2^32 number of IP addresses are available, that we have assumed and 231 total sensing nodes are present.
6.)It is compulsory that every sensing node should have 2 IP add to participate in communication. When node become
part of system/network first IP add. is given to it and second IP add.by its CA(secondary) .
Beginning Phase
The nodes will search for CA(second) so that it will stick/attach to it. Then Internet Protocol(IP)
addresses were allocated to the nodes. Now the further steps are as follows:
• Nodes will send a find packet to all its secondary CA.
• The node will receive an acknowledgement from CA(secondary).
• After this has been done the sensor node will again send an acknowledgement packet to another nearest CA to
it, and tell about its choice.
Create Phase
Once the beginning phase is over the the sensing node enters the system/network, it will then starts a create phase which
consist of IP add allocation to sensor nodes that will then be used in communication process as multiple add.
It has algorithms as follows:
1.)Create phase of CA
2.)Secondary phase of CA
3.)Grouping phase
Communication Phase
After the beginning and create phase are over, every sensor node will run this algo to communicate with other nodes in
the system/network.
1.)Every sensor node is sensing facts or data, busy in routing procedure or waiting for information (data).
2.)If a sensor node contain some data it will initially send that data and then accept new data.Algorithms that come under
this phase are as follows:
• Receiving of data
• Sending of data
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3.4 LOW ENERGY ADAPTIVE CLUSTER HIERARCHY( LEACH):
It is a cluster based protocol that equally distributes energy in network to sensor nodes. This protocol enables robustness
and scalability to dynamic network. LEACH enables confidentiality and authenticity by using pairwise key between
cluster head and their cluster members. In set up phase cluster head message contains MAC and ID that is shared only by
base station and cluster head. The Base Station will then authorize the message send by cluster head. After that the
Cluster Head ID will added to valid node list. BS will broadcast the valid nodes throughout the network. The nodes will
then connected to authenticated CHs and broadcast confirm message for approved sensor nodes. Working of this protocol
:
1.)Cluster Head and sensor nodes will communicate via pair wise key that has no communication cost or expense.
2.)CH and its nodes will then generate a joined request, which will be useful for further communication. In next phase
the nodes will then send its ID and MAC add. to head of cluster.
3.)Cluster Head will send its child node ID in an encrypted message to the Base Station. It will also send Mac add. via
shared keys.
• THREE-TIER SECURITY FRAMEWORK ( TTSF):
TTSF protocol is proposed in order to deal with attack named as mobile sink replication. In this framework we select few
wireless nodes that are stationary nodes and they can access data without movement. These nodes are authentic nodes
that are present in network system that trigger the sensing nodes to aggregate their data to sink(mobile). The message that
is requested by sink will then be sent via stationary access sensor nodes.

Fig.1 Three tier Security Framework
1.)Detection of compromised nodes: The wireless nodes are detected using mobile polynomial tools that can bears attack.
2.) Status bits are collected along with ID‟s: Here we collect the bits in which I representscompromised nodes and 0
represents the node that are normal.
3.) Now on the basis of threshold of bits we will take the decision of deploying new nodes in the network.
4.)Now we form the clusters of nodes that are mostely used for the life of the sensor network.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have studied various protocols to provide better security in wireless sensors and every protocol has its
own security features and method to provide secure routing to WSN.
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